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The praduct of i under closed maps, of metric spaces need not be a k-space. In view of 
them ma;-, we shall @ve some necessary cwsditions for products ta be k-spaces. 
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spaces of pointwise cantable type 
F&hct spwes 
. _- __I 
Let h: Xi + YiO = 1,2) be closed maps. ITI our previous paper [ 3141, if X1 and X2 
are sepinrab’ie metric spaces, we characterized the spaces V, atild Yr in order that 
Yl x Y2 is a k-space. In this paper, if XI and X2 are more generally. metric spaces 
or first countable and paracompact spaces we shall show that the assumption 
“ U, x Y2 Is a k-space” hirs an effect upon each fi’ber of those maps I; and f2. 
Indeed, if Y1 x Y2 is a k-space (or, fi xf2 is a quotient map), then either each 
fiber of fj has a compact boundary or each fiber of fi has a locally compact 
undary. Especictlly, if Y2 is the quotient space X2/ F2, where P;; is :a closed subset 
of X2, each fiber of fl has a compact boundary, otherwise X2-F; is locally 
mmlka aF2 is also a locally compact space each of whose subsets of carsdinality 
2n,B has an accumulation point. Thus, if some fiber of f1 has a non-compact 
ndal * under the c,“ontinuum Hypothesis [C 1, 3Fz is Lindeliif. 
All spaces in this paper are assumed to be reg ar Spit and aB1 maps are continuous 
and onto. 
is a closed map with 
v \ is _ 1 
Analogoudy, we shall consider the question “&kr what condition, will each 
liIrf (y ) be fo~tal~y compact?“‘t 
First of al& we state some definitions of spaces. A space JC is of poillrtwke 
@~JW [I]? if each x E JC is coat&e; I in some compact subset of X which 
a countatbfe local ‘base (such a comp;tct subset is of countable character :n X). 
hcdly aeaapact spaces, and a11 first countabk space are of p&twisc countable, 
pi. Widke [I61 proved that eveq S~CC of p&Wise countable ape is alira qn 
of a pi;nracompact M-space. A space X is an Mk@+~e [9], if there is a ~WIII~! 
Ce +JIi~i=l,Z,.*. ) of open cover&4 of X satisfying the following 
ion: Tf xi E St&, U,) !k~r each i, then (.~i;  = 1,2, . . . } has a~ accumulation1 
0 suppm that F = af-‘(y*) is v-2 bcally countably compact fur some yoE Y. 
*a there k a point *E *F such ghat each neighborhood of ~0 in F has not a 
WaNably cchrn pact closure. Since X is of pointwise countable type, there is a 
mp~ct subseit K of X which contains the point no and has a local base %3== 
4v r; I- “-l,2,...} in x such that za c Vi for each i. Since Fr\ is not ccmtably 
act, there is a discrete, closed subset Fl= (Q; j = 1,2,. . . } of m which is 
nt from K, By the normality of X, there exists a discrete open collection 
(L$; j = I, 2,. . .l in Iy such that 
n there is (al t e UI 1 6th f(al ,) # yo. Lzt V(yo) be a neighborhood ofyou Y with 
V(;y&f(a& Since 
e is ,QE IL& with f(u+ V(&P-{~~}. TICS implies that the points y&(a~r), 
a12) are distinct from each other. Simihuly, by induction we GUI choose a 
B)l ={LZ*j;i=?l, 2 } of X Suc.h that alj E 
e. Next, since VI - 1 Olr is im open subset of 
teat I&> of 8 such that 
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where i(2)> i( 1) and i( 1) = 1” Since F n Vi(z)+1 is riot countably compact, by the 
same way as in the above, there exist a disrxete, closed subset Fz ~2 
(X~j;j=l,2,... ) of Fn Vit+. . and a discrete open coElectim ( Uzj; j = 1,2, . . . ) 
such that Uzj c Vi(Z), Uzj n K = ld and x2j E U2j for each j, :nd exists a subset 
E&=(Oy;j=1,2,... ) of X such that a2j E U2j for each ,i, and f(&) is infinite. BY 
induction, we can replace the number “2” by the each natural number Wr, with 
i(n)> i(n - 1). For each n, let A, = f(G) and B, =f(D,). Then each B, is an 
infinite discrete, closed subset of A,, because .f is a closed map and Ftikch D,, is a 
discrete, closed su 
Now, let ‘US %d a closed subset T of Y which is a !LindeW M-space, but is not 
locally compact. This contradiction tc property (PI) impties that af ‘iy ) Ts locally 
countably compact for every YE I’. First, we remark that the space Y has pro- 
perties (1) and (2) below. The property (1) k obvious, and the property (2) is 
already proved.. 
(1) (A,,; n = 1,2,. . . ) is a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of I’ with 
C =malAnr where 6 = f(K), and ffor each open subset U of .fP wit 
is Am with A,c Lb. 
(2) For each it. there is a countable infinite and discrete, &J,sed subset &, of A, 
which is disjoin! from C. 
Let 
Then, since C’ is <urnpact in Y’, by (1) and (2) it follows that T is a closed subset of 
Y, and that T is 3 LinMiif space which is not lccally **Dmpact. To see that T is an 
~-space, we remark that, by (1) and (2), each point of I):= 1 B, is isolated in 77 kt 
Then{k i = 1.2,. . . } is a normal sequence. Moreover, if ti E St& Iti), then 0~ (1) a 
sequence{Z&=l,2,... ) has an accumulation point in T. Thus T is an M-space. 
That completes the proof 
Recall that a space X is se+’ YS closed whezever F n C’ is 
closed for each compact metric subset of X. Such a space is characterized as 
uotient image of a metric space (3). 
(I) This follows from the proof crf f IO; Theorem 31. 
(2) Let f:X+ Y be a closed map, with X locally compact and paracompact. Let 
osed subset of Y which is an M-space, and let $ = w’(F). Since F is an 
, by 14; Corollary 2.21 and together vrith the proof of [4; Corollary 1.21, we 
assume that g is a perfect map. Since f '(F) is k~ally comprrct and 
E is obviously IocaIiy compact, Thus 5’ has prbperty (8%). 
(3) IA f: X + Y be a quotient map with lelach f-‘(y) is Lindelof. LRt X b 1 
: and paracompact, and let Y be seq~entia). Suppose .&at F is a 
f Y which is a Eindelef M-space, and that g SW’(F). Then, by ?beorcm 
kE.2 & L,txnma 9.1, Lemma 9.6, and Lemma !8.3 in [7), each of the carditisns (a), 
d (c) on” 17; Theorem 9.5) is respectively WisEed with respect to t1 <e quotient 
‘I?wra, by Theorem 9.5 in [T]) g i;; a &quotient map in the sense of E. 
!kkhael [6]. Then, since f’(F) is locally compxt, F is also locally compact by 
16; Prqwition 3.4-5. Thus Y has property (PI). 
P a m Lemmas P.1 and 1.2, we have 
The f&o&g E:xaq~pte 1.4 or 1.5 indicates that, in Letnma 1.1 and Proposition 
1.3, the assumpti.on on Y or “poic@vise countobte typeness” of X cannot be 
&Bed respectively. 
%A X is a separable mettic space, and f: >* + Y is closed, but some 
not iocaiiy compdct. 
be the set of real numbers R, and let each rational number be isdatw!, and 
each irrational number give the USUA topoiog3 L& Y be the quotient 
from X by identifying the irrational ~1 rmbers I. Let fi X -+ Y 
nt map, and let yO = f(Qb Then i is a closed nap,’ and afl’(&= I is not 
is a LindelCf space and Y has a property (PI) anJ 
some ar’(y,l) is not iocaIly compact. 
be the real numbers wfth the usual topology, and 164 the set of 
/Z be the quotient space, and let 
re 
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Since S is a closed subset of containing Z, the quotient space F = s/Z is a closed 
subset of _AF. Let f: X+Xf 1” be the quotient map, and let yO = f(F). Then f is a 
cbed map. Since Y = Xl F is the closed image c+f the space ,byLemma 13, Y 
has property (PI). But 8f ‘(y&l= F is not locally compact. 
s, under maps fi, c3 <metric spaces. Then, in view 
ecessary condition3 for Y, X Y2 to be a k-space. 
a 2.1 below, which is due to [ 13; Theorem I.11 and [.T; 
X is strongly F&her [ 123 (= counrably bi-sequential in the 
vided that, fc:r every decreasing gquence (Ai; i = 
X, there exists a converge t sequence C of X with 
the same sets, then suc)n a space is Frtkhet. 
bet space, or a k-space each of whose pints is a &set. 
or Y has propew (Pi). 
quotienl space Z” F, where 2 is a colfecfionwise normal . 
closed subset ofz then either % is strongly Frkhet or aF 
(Pz) Each subset of dF with cardina ZHo has an accumulation point. 
If aF is a paraeotiptct space haeing property (Pt), then under [Cl-I], aF is 
L&?iZg 
orem 6 l), there is a ect map f from F ontO a metric spats Z. But 
sit& 8.73 it foi~~w~ th
. &i 
E? = u ({dQ)k(&; i = I,&. . . }). 
OteA 
I’h E is a &md subss;t nf X. Let L = f(E). Then L is a closed subset of Y. I*e?t Ym 
the quotient space obt5ned from 
ntifying ail pints in Dm x {O}, where & is the dkrete space af carbinali~~ ~3: 
t is clearly homeomorph to Y,,. Therefore, by 8 resu‘rt of E. Mi&xl 15; 
4.21, it follows that SX Y& is no~k a k-space. Then S x Y’ is not a 
Y, is a closed subset of S x rt,. But, S x Y- is homwrwxphic t
t Sx L of Xx Y. Thus Xx Y is not a k-space, which implks 
aF has prop&y (&), if Xis nut strongly Frkhet. Ltzt i#F be t 
witi propmy (pS). Then, since every open cove a);‘ has a 
refinement, under [CH] it is easy to se,o that dF is l6f. That 
1) kdkxm hm Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 2. i (1). 
tbt X is ‘rsog strongly Fkhet. Then, by (I ) and Le 
only pm that 2 - F is locally compact. By Lemma Z. 1 (i ), 
Ftx each .z E 2 -F, there is a neighborhood VQZ; of E with _- 
ce V(z) k considered as a closed subset of Y, 
-.m 
Thus V(r) is locally corn 
I__- 
aut. indeed, ~U;~KISC that V(r) is not locally compact, 
hence is not k~ally coun bly compact. n, since V(r) is first count&l& is 
straightforward to see thai there exist a co and dosed subset oZ V(z) which 
The folkwin follow from 17; 
This is a contradiction to property (PI). 
fxmma 9.1 and Theowm 9.9J. 
d map, with X normu and Y strongly Frkhet. 
4xMqxxt for etxfy y E Y. 
of a first countable space is obviously Frkhet, by 
closed image& ~tnder maps fi, of paruompuct 
(equivalently, f, X fi is a quatknt 
offi has a compact boundary or 
the quotient space Z/F, where Z is 
Z If Y, X Y2 is a k-space, then 
-.. F and aF are bcally cornpet, 
I&mm 2.5 gives a sufficient CO Id-tion fox the product to k a 
way as in the proof aI 14; 1.21, we may assume that 
Hf. Thus, each yi E Yi has a nci hood t’(yi $ whose closure 
G in the sense of K. Morita [Sj, that is, V(yi) is a k,-space in 
d, since Xi are localty compac 
KM, then there exist ncighkwh 
that each ~~; is compact an6j 
:we clearly bcally 
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